Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped. Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (1-1-1; vcv; or 2-1-1) words need the last consonant doubled when an ending (suffix) beginning with a vowel is added. This preserves the short vowel sound of the previous syllable.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

ban, banned

bat, batted

beg, begged

blot, blotted

chop, chopped

clap, clapped

clip, clipped
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**Irregular Verbs** – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

**Regular Verb List** – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped. Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (1-1-1; vcv; or 2-1-1) words need the last consonant doubled when an ending (suffix) beginning with a vowel is added. This preserves the short vowel sound of the previous syllable.

**Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle**

- drag, dragged
- drip, dripped
- drop, dropped
- drum, drummed
- fit, fitted
- flap, flapped
- grin, grinned
Regular Verb List Worksheets Consonant + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped. Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (1-1-1; vcv; or 2-1-1) words need the last consonant doubled when an ending (suffix) beginning with a vowel is added. This preserves the short vowel sound of the previous syllable.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

- grip, gripped
- hop, hopped
- hug, hugged
- hum, hummed
- jam, jammed
- jog, jogged
- knit, knitted
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Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped. Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (1-1-1; vcv; or 2-1-1) words need the last consonant doubled when an ending (suffix) beginning with a vowel is added. This preserves the short vowel sound of the previous syllable.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

knot, knotted

log, logged

man, manned

mug, mugged

nod, nodded

pat, patted

plan, planned
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped. Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (1-1-1; vcv; or 2-1-1) words need the last consonant doubled when an ending (suffix) beginning with a vowel is added. This preserves the short vowel sound of the previous syllable.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pop, popped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pot, potted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plug, plugged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rob, robbed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rot, rotted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rub, rubbed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scrub, scrubbed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regular Verb List Worksheets Consonant + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped. Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (1-1-1; vcv; or 2-1-1) words need the last consonant doubled when an ending (suffix) beginning with a vowel is added. This preserves the short vowel sound of the previous syllable.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

- shop, shopped
- shrug, shrugged
- sin, sinned
- sip, sipped
- skip, skipped
- slap, slapped
- slip, slipped
Regular Verb List Worksheets Consonant + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped. Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (1-1-1; vcv; or 2-1-1) words need the last consonant doubled when an ending (suffix) beginning with a vowel is added. This preserves the short vowel sound of the previous syllable.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Past Tense</th>
<th>Past Perfect Participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spot</td>
<td>spotted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>step</td>
<td>stepped</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stir</td>
<td>stirred</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stop</td>
<td>stopped</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strip</td>
<td>stripped</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trip</td>
<td>tripped</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regular Verb List Worksheets Consonant + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped. Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (1-1-1; vcv; or 2-1-1) words need the last consonant doubled when an ending (suffix) beginning with a vowel is added. This preserves the short vowel sound of the previous syllable.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

trot, trotted

tug, tugged

whip, whipped

wrap, wrapped

zap, zapped

zip, zipped